NO ZONES
These pictures show the DANGER zones around
equipment often found in our facilities.
The shaded areas in the pictures indicate areas
around equipment you should avoid because the
operator has limited to no visibility.
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YOUR SAFETY

Basic Safety Guidelines

is our first priority
Safety guidelines for
your visit to our facilities

Alter values your business, but we value your
safety even more. When visiting any Alter facility
please obey the following safety guidelines:
1. Children - Recycling can be a family activity, but the
scrap yard is not a place for children play. Children under
the age of 16 are not
allowed in any Alter
facility. If your children
are with you and wander
away and/or create a
safety hazard, you will be asked to leave the property.

We recycle metal and do not accept ANY
liquids, oils or non-metals of any type. Your
load will be inspected and some items might be
returned to you.
Any cylinder, like an LP tank or other types of
closed containers or tanks, will be rejected if
not cut in half or at a minimum a fist sized hole.

2. Pets - Pets must remain in the cab of your vehicle at
all times.
3. Safety Apparel - You will be provided with and required to wear safety apparel, including a hard hat, in
some areas of our facilities.
4. No Zones - NEVER approach any equipment. There
are many blind spots and the operator CAN NOT see you.
Wait for the operator to signal you and direct you toward
him. Never travel or park behind equipment. More information can be found inside this brochure.
5. Personal Vehicles - stay with your vehicle at all times
and do not wander into the yard or buildings.
6. Footwear - You MUST wear shoes at all times in our
facilities. Appropriate footwear should have a hard sole
and be closed toed. No sandals or flip flops are allowed.

Loaders, forklifts and skid steers can turn
quickly and have many blind spots, NEVER
approach or get within 30 feet of any of our
equipment unless that operator had directed
you to approach him or her.

